Ryedale and Whitby
School Games Euro 2020 challenge

Challenge 1 - Steps challenge
The final of Euro 2020 will be played at Wembley Stadium.

Wembley Stadium holds 90000 spectators.
Can you complete 90000 steps over the
4 weeks (and a bit!) of the tournament?

Steps challenge
Use the tracker on the next page to help you record your steps.
If you have a step counter, you could use it to record your steps each day.
If not, please don’t worry. 1 mile walked = approx. 2500 steps.
Or 25 minutes walking = approx. 2500 steps.

Euro 2020 steps challenge tracker
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Use this chart to track your progress. Record the number of steps you – or your team – walk every day.
At the end of each week add up your weekly total and also the total number of steps achieved during the whole challenge.
Can you walk 90000 steps before the Euro 2020 final on Sunday 11th July?! Good luck!

Challenge 2 – Alphabet fitness challenge
Can you find out which teams are playing each day?
Each day, choose one of the teams and complete the exercises on the next
page to spell the country.
If no matches are taking place, can you complete the exercises to spell
England – or another country that you choose?!
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Challenge 2 – Alphabet fitness challenge

Too easy? Add 5 to each exercise.
Too difficult? Subtract 2 from each exercise.

Would you like an extra challenge?
This one isn’t physical!!
International sports events are a great opportunity to learn about other countries.
Choose a country playing in the tournament.
Can you answer the questions below:
1. What is the capital city of the country?
2. What is the currency of the country?
3. Who is the captain of the team?
4. Which club team does he play for? (E.g. Liverpool)
Finally – can you draw the flag of the country you have chosen?

